With the development of robotics technology, people show great interest in the research on the cooperation between aerial and ground robots. The collaborative technologies not only expand the robots application range, but also improve their tasking ability in reconnaissance, surveillance and inspection domains. This paper makes a statement in terms of four core techniques in the course of cooperation, namely, the system architecture, the mapping, the localization and the navigation, then makes a brief analysis of the application scenarios, and finally makes the conclusion.
Introduction
In recent years, a number of research communities and enterprises show great interests in autonomous flying robots. Flying platforms with low price and small volume have become more and more general and the payload allows them equipped with some basic equipment, such as a variety of sensors and cameras, etc. The increasing mobility of which also extends their applications.
Nowadays, applications of UAV(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) in the UAV study field have become a hot topic. The major applications in UAV combine UAV and sensors, which has incarnated a wide range of perception capability and applications such as reconnaissance, surveillance and inspection, etc. It features such advantages as small volume, flexible mobility and broad view field, which indeed benefits us a lot; nevertheless, the small volume lead to the shortcoming of poor load and weak endurance is especially prominent. In this case, the advantages of cooperation between aerial robot and ground robot are well represented. Ground robots can not only be the basic platform for aerial robots but also a load carrying. The aerial robot utilizes its broad perspective to provide real-time ground information for the ground robots. As they execute mission collaboratively after message processing and decision-making, they can not only improve the rate and efficiency of task completion, but also perform complex tasks that single robot cannot complete. Various experimental platforms are shown as below： 
Collaboration Techniques for Aerial and Ground Mobile Robots
The cooperation between aerial robot and ground robot usually utilizes broad perspective of aerial robot to capture images, which are generally processed by three ways: 1. transferring images to the ground station and using the ground station processor unit to process images; 2. the aerial robot incorporates a processor unit to possess images directly and output the processing result; 3. sending images to the ground robot, which fuses the processing result with its own sensor information to get desired outputs after image processing. The outputs can be used to build map, locate position, ovoid obstacles, plan and control path, etc. The following parts show the detail demonstration of system architecture, mapping, locating, control and navigation. A typical structure for the collaboration techniques can be summarized as below.
Figure 2:
The typical structure is constructed by data collection, data process, data fusing, control and decision making.
Architecture for Multi-Robot Systems
The limitation of perception and decision-making ability for single robot results in its low capability of completing easy tasks or incapability of completing some complex tasks. In multirobot systems, as information is shared among robots, complex tasks are rational planned and allocated, the robots collectively complete a complex task that a single robot is unable to complete.
The author introduced the multi-robot systems [1] , the most common of which can be summarized as centralized, hierarchical, decentralized and hybrid, DIRA(Distributed Robot Architecture) was developed from a hybrid architecture and the Nerd Herd firstly studied social behaviours in multi-robot teams as well as the alliance architecture [2] [3] , another research on multi-robot team architecture in early period [4] .
The authors utilized AGC(Air-Ground-Cooperation) for target searching missions [5] . Their research the architecture was composed of three layers: the high altitude for decision making, used to determine the movement of ground robots according to the target; the middle altitude for tracking as well as maintaining the ground robots in its own field; the low altitude for mission. The ground robot executed the exploration mission based on the waypoints.
The authors used ROS middle-ware framework to tackle the inter-process synchronous communication [6] [7] . In terms of other architecture such as modular architecture [8] , various components rely on the publish-subscribe mechanism to communication via network, the timecritical modules with device drivers are executed on-board, and other algorithms which are computationally intensive for localization and mapping with the UI for users are executed on a remote computer.
Mapping
The authors researched the navigation and obstacle mapping system for aerial and ground robots in large outdoor environment [6] . The navigation system for localization and obstacle detection techniques utilize relative and absolute sensors. Relative sensors are internal to robot to measure another state or position. Absolute sensor measures an external or global reference. The system gets the images through the aerial robot, then fuses the information with the position absolute to the ground robot to acquire the absolute position of the obstacles, thus completes the obstacle mapping upon mapping algorithm. The experiment results and data are shown as below.
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The Research about Collaboration Dunhao Liu Other authors regarded the aerial robot as the remote sensor [9] [10] , formatted the threedimensional geometric image as the map to guide the ground robot navigating and obstacle avoiding after image processing. The authors mapped with the loop closure [6] . Of course, there were many researches for instance, the authors studied the trajectory tracking with pre-defined maps [11] [12] .
Localization
The localization needs to know the exact location of the robot. A variety of environmental sensors such as sonar ranging [13] , images [14] and laser ranging [15] for the robot position estimation are used for environment features, feature-based approaches [16] [17] , and IPC(Iterative Closest Point) algorithm, which are all getting data from the environment feature and then estimating the specific position to complete the localization. Bayesian statistical analysis is one of the most robust techniques for localization [13] , in which a feasibility s t at time t is inferred from following series of noisy actions u 1:t as well as the measurement z 1:t . With some standard assumptions about the actions and observations, the posterior belief can be summarized as
Z is the normalization factor and Equation (1) 
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After fusing with the accumulated prior information, we can summrise the formula as
from which, the state estimate can be recovered. The localization approach was provided by setting landmarks in a special terrain, then fusing the inherent sensor data in robot to get exactly position and orientation as well as other required information [18] [19] . At last, the authors compared differences among waypoint, GPS/IMU approach, GPS for ground location and draw only to find that the localization should be the key technique and a good coordination mechanism was the basic element in cooperation.
The position estimation fused the odometry, IMU and GPS and used an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) for position estimation in the global coordination frame of ground robot, then used another KF(Kalman Filter) for the position estimation of obstacle after the image processing algorithm, thus completed the location of the ground robot and the obstacle [6] .
The authors used colour pattern, UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) equipped with all necessary sensors with a high capacity power; and the UGV equipped with a helipad can also act as a carrier for the UAV(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). It can be used for defining the origin as well as the orientation for the UAV as well, then estimate its position in combination of the dead reckoning and visual tracking [20] .
Data collected from sensors mostly have to get through the filtering algorithm to remove noise. Kalman filter and other converted Kalman filters perform well in this regard. The authors made a simply treatment for localization through special terrain and colour pattern [19] [20] , but the real environment can be rather complex. Feature-based approaches performed well in SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping), but both were too strenuous for the onboard processor; but the IPC algorithm may easy run at 20Hz on the onboard processor [16] [17] .
Navigation
Navigation is the method which guides a device to move from one specified waypoint to another waypoint; however, the aerial and ground robot collaborative navigation can be described as: the aerial robot utilizing its broad perspective to provide image information for the ground robot under different circumstances to assist the ground robot to move from origin to the target position, or the UAV/UGV automatic navigation in the course of collaborative mission execution. A series of questions which need to be addressed during navigating can be summarized as the processes ranging from state estimation to trajectory planning.
The air-ground coordination scenario was a remote reconnaissance mission [19] . The robots team was composed of a group of ground vehicles and a blimp which was dispatched to autonomously map an urban area. The blimp was fully autonomous which can also transmit digital images to the operator and the images that can be used to map for ground vehicles in its field to locate the vehicles. Even without GPS, the operator can also offer navigation for ground robots to move to specified position.
The study of aerial and ground robot cooperative navigation outdoors without knowing the environment as well as the map [6] . The UGV is regarded as the platform for UAV to take off and land; besides, UGV is designed with a polygon, which is easy for features extraction, and the colour pattern is also easy to distinguish the UGV from the ground. UAV takes images and sends them to the ground station for the recognition of UGV after features extraction algorithm. If the UGV encounters an obstacle during the navigation, the station still utilizes the features extraction algorithm to recognize the obstacle, then avoid such obstacle through the Steering Behaviors [21] .
The authors described the heterogeneous robot system to solve missions of regular monitoring indoors cooperatively [20] . UAV would be equipped with two cameras used to inspect the place where UGV cannot arrive. UGV equipped with a platform is used for automatic landing when UAV encounters the obstacle and cannot pass through or is of low power. UGV can also charge UAV as well as all required sensors and high-capacity power source. As described by test scenario, the robotic team visits a series of places of interest periodically, as pre-defined by experimenters. UGV passes through the pre-defined path to scan areas of interest by its sensor. If the area is unreachable, the UAV will automatic tack off, then fly to the detection area and take some images, then fly back to the UGV and land. They will continue to the next place of interest upon completion of the current detection mission.
The navigation can be divide into autonomous navigation and non-autonomous navigation based on whether someone is participated in the process. To some extent, it reflects the intelligence during navigation. The higher level of the autonomy is, the more complex of the system will be. The authors implemented the UVA autonomous navigation during collaborative tasks [20] . UAV was able to take off automatically and fly to the specific area, then return back and land after capturing the image of the inspected area, unreachable bt UGV. The operator fully controlled UAV under the condition of non-autonomous navigation [22] . The experimenter controlled UVA to keep UGV in its field of view without knowing the map, then the experimenter selected the waypoints after receiving images as captured by UAV to guide UGV to steer and avoid obstacles.
Application Scenarios
Deploy the aerial and ground robot in inhospitable workplaces to perform repetitive, tiresome tasks as the surveillance mission [20] , or performing reconnaissance mission in an unknown territory where it may be dangerous and unsuitable for UGV to pass through without knowing the condition, thus UAVs are able to survey the surrounding area and provide early warning as the reconnaissance missions [23] , or detect the specific area where humans may be exposed to danger in case operation in hostile environments, thus an union detecting team composed of UAVs and UGVs is deployed in the detected area, the aerial robots fly along a trajectory and uniformly scan the regions to locate the target [24] , or the collaborative tracking control [25] , or the searching and rescuing missions [26] , or the inspection tasks.
Conclusion
The cooperation between aerial and ground robots is a new area of research. As the capacity of a single aerial robot is limited, the ability of performing tasks can be improved without limitation by means of collaboration with the ground robot. The potential of cooperation between aerial and ground robot is represented from the immeasurable prospects, whatever in the military reconnaissance, surveillance, inspection domains or the civilian rescue, security, patrol domains. Collaboration techniques embody the intelligence of robot and the intelligence of robot largely depends on the accuracy of sensors, such as when using the distance sensor, the measurement is better, the treatment effect of algorithm is better, the GPS positioning and the trajectory planning can be more accurate; besides, in the domain of image recognition and processing, as the map understanding will directly affect the robot's control, the mapping technology both in plane and three-dimensional space also requires continuous improvement. In all, further study on the coordination technology is not only to get a very broad application prospects in military and civilian fields, but also develop basic technique of modern robotic systems in a more intelligent and advanced manner.
